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oastal Ice was founded in 2002 when owner Scott McAlister
wanted to leave the corporate duties and return back to
personal customer service. Scott’s desire was to focus
on direct sales & delivery, customer service excellence,
and integrity in the industry through committed dedication.
To this day, Scott has employees with 274 combined years of
experience in the ice industry.
Coastal Ice delivers ice and
bottled water to jobsite
locations,
and
provides
ice boxes for storage at
no charge with purchases.
Coastal
Ice’s
specialties
include daily deliveries of
thousands of ice products to
employees to ensure their
safety from heat exhaustion.
ABC members rely on Coastal
Ice for their ice supply at
events and jobsites.
With over 50 pieces of
equipment including tractor
trailers, Coastal Ice can
handle any job at any time.

All trucks have lift gates to deliver in minutes keeping our
customers’ ice frozen.
Coastal Ice also supplies only the best products that meet FDA
food labeling requirements, and are thoroughly inspected to
earn certificates from the Department of Defense and Kosher.
Coastal Ice produces, holds, and transports ice in clean and
sanitary conditions, and monitors the cleanliness of the water
used to make the ice.
With access to thousands of pallets of ice and an average of
600 pallets of water in stock every day, there’s no need to sweat
over Coastal Ice’s capabilities to handle any ice or water needs.
Call 281-812-1067 or visit www.coastal-ice.com to learn more.

I

hope I am not surprising anyone when I say that we still have a major issue with
workforce development in our industry. Looking at the most recent numbers from the
Construction Market Labor Analyzer, the Greater Houston area alone will need to add
approximately 20,000 new construction workers in the next five years. This month’s

issue is “Recruiting, Training, and Retaining the Workforce” and there are many highlights inside
this magazine about how ABC, CMEF, and our member companies are working to meet the
workforce needs of our industry.

Letter
From The
Chair

March 3 - 9 was national Women in Construction week. To meet the future workforce needs,
we will need to diversify our industry with more women and people of color both in the trades
and in management roles. This is why I am so excited to announce that ABC has started a
Women in Construction peer group. This group has already hit the ground running under the
leadership of Nancy Cagle, with EyeSite Surveillance, and is planning their first quarterly event,
so be on the lookout for further information. ABC Greater Houston is also starting a Diversity
and Inclusion Committee and we are looking for interested members to help get this urgently
important group off the ground.
On the political advocacy front, we are already halfway through the 2019 Texas Legislative
session. In February, 34 of our members participated in ABC of Texas’ Day on the Hill running
all around the halls of the capitol building spreading the good word about the association
and our legislative agenda. Our Fair and Open Competition Act, Design Defects bill, Lien Law
Reform bill, and many others are still making their way throughout the legislative process, and
we should have updates in the months to come as we approach sine die on May 27th.
Finally, I wanted to remind all of our members that STEP applications are available at ABCHouston.
org. STEP award winners will be recognized at our July 26th Membership Breakfast , so be sure
to get your application in by May 31st. STEP is a fantastic way to compare your safety programs
to your peers in the industry. If you are new to STEP or don’t quite understand how the process
works, please contact ABC chapter staff and a member of the safety committee will mentor you
through the STEP application.
Remember, ABC is YOUR association, so don’t hesitate to reach out and let us know how we can
better serve your needs. I wish you all a safe and productive second quarter and look forward
to seeing you at an event soon.
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FIND AND DO BUSINESS
WITH OTHER ABC MEMBERS.
FindContractors.com lets you search

for members by name, chapter, location,
sales volume or type of construction, plus
it’s easy to find members that participate in
STEP, have federal designations and have
signed the Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplace
Pledge. You can also update your membership
information—and win more work!

Check out FindContractors.com today.

Our construction team

builds
solutions

relationships by providing clients with
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OKLAHOMA CITY

|

based on experience.
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5 Tips to Improve Ergonomics on the Jobsite
B Y

R A F F I

E L C H E M M A S ,

M I L W A U K E E

E L E C T R I C

T O O L

M

usculoskeletal injuries and disorders are common and
costly types of injuries, creating possible lifelong problems
for the sufferer and affecting safety records for employers.
Research is starting to suggest a correlation exists
between tool usage and the most common types of MSD cases
such as carpal tunnel syndrome, trigger finger tendonitis, rotator
cuff tendonitis, lower back injuries, knee bursitis, and elbow
epicondylitis.
It’s clear that quality workplace ergonomics are good for both
employee health and an employer’s bottom line. Here’s some
simple tips to improve the overall impact on your body while
working with tools:
1.

KEEP YOUR WRIST STRAIGHT, IN A NEUTRAL POSITION.
Stay conscious of keeping your wrist in a neutral position
always, with your wrist in alignment with your forearm or the
“handshake” position. Doing this will help you properly bend
your wrists which can decrease your risks of Carpal Tunnel
Syndrome. At Milwaukee, ergonomics begins in the design
phase of the process. Often, users are dealing with 5 or
6-pound handheld tool that they need to hold for extended
periods of time. The goal is to create a balanced tool that
will decrease muscle effort. Tools like the M18 FUEL™ ½”
Hammer Drill/Driver are specifically designed with handles to
put less pressure on the wrist and facilitate a more natural
grip.

2.

USE LOW FORCE TRIGGER ENGAGEMENTS.
As battery-powered tools continue to replace cumbersome
hand tools, correlations are being drawn between constant
trigger use and trigger finger tendonitis. Ensure you’re
utilizing tools that reduce the force needed to engage the
trigger.

3.

USE ONLY THE AMOUNT OF FORCE NECESSARY FOR THE
TASK.
Overexertion and working in awkward postures can cause
inflammation of the tendon you’re using. Fully positioning
your hand on the tool allows for greater force to be applied
without overexerting yourself.

4.

USE POWER TOOLS WHEN AVAILABLE AND SELECT THE
CORRECT HANDLE ORIENTATION.
Elbow Epicondylitis, more commonly known as tennis elbow,
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is common for tradesmen. This type of injury is due to
overexertion while operating tools in an awkward posture.
This can be substantially reduced by switching to batteryoperated solutions such a high torque impact wrench. Let
the tool do much of the exertion for you.
5.

WORK NEAR ELBOW HEIGHT.
Overhead work causes a wide range of potential problems,
one of which is potential to tear your rotator cuff. Using
accessories specially made to help you extend your reach,
such as Milwaukee’s QUIK-LOK™ Extensions, or taking an
extra step while climbing up the ladder will allow you to work
in your power zone (below shoulders, above the waist).

In addition to the proper protective equipment and a thorough
understanding of how to operate the tools in use, the guidelines
above can help employers and their employees work more safely
on the jobsite and reduce the overall risk of injury. u

THE INDUSTRY IS GROWING.
Do you have the employees you
need to grow with it?


Industrial Sales



Sales Management



Operations Management



Marketing Management



Accounting Management



HR Management



Safety Management



C-Level Executives

“
“
“

“We decided to use BIC Recruiting because of their reputation initially.
Once BIC was on board, it became clear that their attention to detail and

level of communication with their clients was exceptional. If someone asks
me about a recruiting service, I will refer that person to BIC Recruiting
every time. Our experience has been that BIC Recruiting always delivers.”

— Laurence Anderson, CEO, ParFab Companies

“BIC Recruiting knows the industry better than anyone and has a broad

network we could tap into. The BIC Recruiting team did an outstanding job
for us and I would definitely recommend them to my peers.”
— Sandy Scott, CEO, Sprint Safety

“If you are serious about acquiring the top management talent in our
industry, BIC Recruiting must be considered. You won’t be disappointed.”

— Jeff Bearden, President, Bayou City Industrial Contractors

For a confidential search, please call
Thomas Brinsko or Hazel Kassu at 281-538-9996.

See open positions at BICRecruiting.com
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Truth or Dare? Fake Crane Operator Credentials
B Y

T A R A

M A R I A

F

lea Markets have always been a readily available source to
obtain fake credentials of all kinds from driver licenses and
social security cards to birth certificates, green cards, and
more. As the regulatory burden to receive mandatory third
party certification and licensing credentials expands, such as
required by OSHA for crane operators, these flea markets have
diversified – they are now a haven for fake training credentials.
I wrote a few years ago about the danger of failing to verify
resumes. One major case I cited was a global crane manufacturing
company who, on the strength of a resume alone, hired in-house
general counsel. If they had checked his resume and verified his
license, they would have found he had lost his license to practice
law in his home state and was now operating illegally. In this case,
it cost them millions and millions of dollars from his creative
embezzlement schemes; but thankfully, didn’t cost them anyone’s
life.
Fake crane operator credentials are different---fake credentials
create fake operators and fake operators can cost someone their
life if the fake operator fails to both know, and follow, required
safety practices. At a recent meeting of a major chemical owner in
Houston, I met Jason P., the Corporate Safety Health Environmental
Director for a major industrial contractor. Jason shared with the
group that fake credentials were a very hot commodity right now
and can be found at almost any flea market in town. As a result,
he exercises due diligence to verify not only resumes and work
history, but to verify all training credentials presented to him, no
matter how legitimate they may appear.
Jason P.’s diligence paid off. In 2018 alone, Jason discovered
that FIVE of his applicants had presented fake credentials. His
verification process saved his company the danger of hiring an
unqualified crane operator.
Jason P. also shared some tips on identifying a fake credential.
“One method is that, on the front, a letter will often designate a
certain aspect of training. The legend for that letter is on the back
of the card. If these don’t align it is typically a fake credential. It
is not uncommon for the legend on the back of the card to be
missing altogether, even if letters are printed on the front of the
credential.”
How can you verify crane operator credentials? Jason P. shared
that it is actually rather simple to do. “NCCCO [the National
Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators] and NCCER
[the National Center for Construction Education & Research] allow
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you to verify credentials right on their websites. There is no fee to
verify credentials. All you have to do is register and then you can
access the verification tool.”
Here are the links to verify both NCCCO and NCCER crane operator
credentials:
•
nccco.org/nccco/frequently-asked-questions/verification-faqs
•
www.verifycco.org/
•
www.nccer.org/nccer-home
•
registry.nccer.org/
It is important to note the burden to ensure the operator is trained
is the employer’s burden, not the employee’s and not the trainer’s.
While it is certainly wrong for the employee to deceive you, if the
employer does not exercise due diligence, the fact that a flea
market operator colluded with the employee to deceive you, will
likely not carry much weight, at least not in any arena that matters.
Please also be aware that OSHA has only a few approved online
providers for OSHA 10 & OSHA 30 credentials (less than a dozen).
These are the ONLY OSHA approved providers. Any other website
which alleges to provide these courses will typically bury the word
“equivalent” in small print and you will NOT receive a valid OSHA
credential. Here is a link to the OSHA.gov website where you can
verify current authorized providers: https://www.osha.gov/dte/
outreach/training_providers.html.
Please verify training credentials. If you dare to trust the credential
instead of verifying it, you may live to regret that trust when
someone else dies as a result. u

Tara Maria Amavi, is the Founder/President of TCA/
The Compliance Alliance L.P. TCA has provided services
to almost 1000 companies nationwide and TCA’s
predictive analytics software, TCA Instant!, the first of its
kind in construction industry safety, has been ranked
#1 in the world for managing contractor safety by a
Fortune 100 company. The TCA Safety System® is peeracknowledged as a method based upon TCA’s own trade
secrets which gets better results than traditional safety
and, therefore, saves lives. Amavi was named one of Houston’s 50 Most
Influential Women by Houston Woman magazine, and listed as one of Who’s
Who in Safety by Compliance Magazine. A sought after public speaker,
Amavi has appeared on local & national radio and television programs
including five appearances on The BusinessMakers, a radio show previously
hosted by John Beddow & Russ Capper. Ms. Amavi may be contacted at
tara2014@tcamembers.com or 713.263.7661.

YOUR FLEET IS YOUR REPUTATION.
IT’S MORE THAN A COLLECTION OF VEHICLES. IT’S A MESSAGE TO YOUR CUSTOMERS,
YOUR COMMUNITY, AND A PROMISE TO YOUR EMPLOYEES.
See how far an exceptional fleet program can take your organization. We’ll save you thousands with local,
hands-on management, award-winning technology, and the infrastructure and expertise of Enterprise.

“Enterprise Fleet Management has
provided a professional management
program and a very knowledgeable
team who understands Hoist & Crane
Service Group’s operations. This
allows me to operate a fleet of over
250 vehicles efficiently.”
Pat Gallagher

LOCAL ACCOUNT
MANAGERS

POWERFUL TECHNOLOGY
AND ANALYTICS

PROACTIVE FLEET
MONITORING

Your hands-on account
manager has the tools
and the experience to help
you build a flexible fleet
program that fits your
needs and your budget.

We use the power of data
– vehicle use statistics,
maintenance costs, driver
behavior and even national
sales trends – to inform
every recommendation we
make. And it’s made possible
by the infrastructure and
expertise of Enterprise.

Our real-time analytics
platform tracks every
vehicle to identify
savings opportunities
around every turn.

Fleet Manager
Hoist & Crane Services Group, ABC Member

Get a free Fleet Cost Analysis:

1-877-23FLEET

or

EFLEETS.COM/ABC

Enterprise and the ‘e’ logo are registered trademarks of Enterprise Fleet Management, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 2019 Enterprise Fleet Management, Inc. J02956_F
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Can I Get A Do-Over?
B Y

B E N N E T T

G H O R M L E Y
When consulting with a contractor employer, I always ask if hazard
recognition is covered in basic orientation. All contractors, when
on a site, must inform every project participant of the existing,
jobsite hazards. Recognition is the first step to working injury free.
WINDSHIELD VS. REAR VIEW MIRROR
A neighbor’s child recently asked me why they make cars with such
large windshields and only small rear-view mirrors. It was pretty
easy to answer: We only need to know a little of what’s behind us
and a lot of what’s ahead. That discussion was good for reminding
me that we certainly can alter what’s ahead and as a matter of fact,
knowing the past can help in the future. That rear-view mirror lets
us know what we’ve done, good or bad, and how to change future
performance.

I

n the 70’s, I ended my career as a full-time classroom drafting
teacher. My students achieved and surpassed all the goals and
plans I had set for them. So, I moved on…to the world of safety.
Working for an engineering and construction company taught
me some things that would have helped my students. But it was
too late. The past was done and set in stone—I couldn’t gather
those students again and add to their education. Many of them
went on to great careers in architecture, engineering, and design
graphics. Something those students did not realize was that they
were far superior in skills than their teacher. Good thing they
weren’t grading my drawings.
There are some people in academia, politics and society today
who are changing the history books. Sadly, no, gladly, they can’t
change history. They will learn, in the great scheme of things, that
what happened yesterday cannot be changed today. Forgotten,
yes. Changed, no.
TRAGEDY
My world changed in 1993 when an electrician helper in one of our
work crews was electrocuted. The foreman, on a smoke break,
left the helper alone. The helper cut into a live wire that was not
energized the day before and instantly was killed. What was safe
to work on previously was not safe that day. Both the foreman
and worker should have checked the lockout/tagout process for
de-energizing wiring circuits. This story has been told hundreds of
times by me in presentations, seminars and safety meetings. How
I wish I could change history and re-wind the clock. Many of the
contractors I’ve worked with have some of the same regrets, but
unlike golf, you can’t always get a do-over or a mulligan. For safety,
it is imperative to execute our work correctly the first time. We
must remove or mitigate hazards or plan our work so the hazard
does not become an instrument for injury.
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One of my safety associates got into some hot water at a jobsite.
One night while he was out, he saw one of the customer executives
who had consumed too many beverages and needed a ride home.
The next day my associate was telling a lot of the jobsite workers
about the customer executive and the day before. Unbeknownst
to him, the customer executive overheard the gossip and
my associate lost his job. History could not be changed, but
consequences could have been different or kept private.
CHANGE THE FUTURE
Through April this year, contractors have to post injury logs for
2018. Hopefully the log is empty, meaning no injuries last year.
But here’s a chance where we might get a do-over, if we learn
from our past. All that’s necessary is to be sure every infraction or
non-conformance is reported and if an injury occurred, determine
through investigation what happened. Once the cause is known,
start a plan of action so no one is injured from that cause again.
Learn the lessons from injuries and share with everyone. Don’t
figure out later, like I did with my students, that there’s more to
learn. There are no mulligans in safety. We can’t change the past,
but we can learn from it so there will be no regrets tomorrow. u

Bennett Ghormley has more than 35 years of
experience in safety, training and construction
administration. He is experienced in implementing
safety programs involving commercial, industrial
and municipal industries. Mr. Ghormley has
conducted audits, investigations and inspections
in refineries, chemical and petrochemical
plants, for pipelines, water and waste facilities,
manufacturing plants and fabrication facilities.
Mr. Ghormley has served as an expert witness in
litigation cases and appeared before the Workers’
Compensation Commission, EEOC, Employment
Commission and civil courts. Contact Mr. Ghormley via email at
bennettghormley@yahoo.com.
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When you choose to work with an ACCREDITED
QUALITY CONTRACTOR (AQC), you choose to work
with the best of Associated Builders and Contractors’
more than 21,000 member firms.

abc.org/aqc

			
SUCCESS Symposium
fo r Young Professionals

Discover the leader you are meant to be
Instructor: Linda Carter

Working Effectively in a
Multi-Generational Environment
Because there are so many generations, it is crucial
that members of different generations learn to
work together in the same environment. In order
to effectively work together, it is necessary that we
learn our differences and appreciate them. When
we work to achieve inclusion between generations,
everyone performs better and our outcomes are
more effective, successful and appreciative.

Wednesday, May 15 | 12 PM - 4 PM

The AQC designation provides national recognition
to construction firms that document their
commitment to quality achievement in five areas of
corporate responsibility: quality, safety training,
community relations and diversity, employee
benefits and employee training.

Local.
Knowledgeable.
Experienced.
Kilpatrick Townsend is nationally recognized for our
experience in construction and public contracts law. Our
attorneys are leaders in dealing with complex construction
matters throughout the U.S. and overseas. We advise
clients on a full range of construction law issues, including
planning, permitting, financing, environmental compliance,
negotiating, contract review and drafting, dispute
avoidance and resolution, and litigation.
With more than ten lawyers in our Houston office
exclusively dedicated to construction law, we are wellpositioned to help the Greater Houston area grow and
meet the needs of an expanding economy.
www.kilpatricktownsend.com
© 2019 Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP
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Inspiring the Builders of Tomorrow, Today
B Y

P E T E R

B E A R D

A

s Houston’s construction industry continues to grow it will

electronics that aid or facilitate their work. (Focus group research

face workforce shortages. Over the next four years, industrial

conducted by UpSkill and its partners revealed that young people

construction anticipates a need of at least 10,000 craft

recognize that technology will play a role in what they consider

workers above the projected supply (net of attrition).

a good job.) The goal for each of these videos is to educate the
younger generations and inspire them to learn more about a

But if you ask students what they want to be when they grow up,

construction career.

it’s unlikely you’ll hear careers related to construction despite
construction being an industry full of well-paid and dynamic

The series is part of UpSkill Houston’s What Are You Up For?

occupations that offer a wealth of opportunities for growth

campaign that serves to increase public awareness of careers

and advancement. Several leading construction companies are

in that are well-paid, in high demand, offer lots of opportunities

working to inspire a new generation to become craft professionals

for growth, and require education and skills beyond high school

in order to meet the coming need and to close the gap of finding

but less than four years of college. Construction is one of four

qualified professionals when and where they need them.

Houston industries represented through the “My Life As” video
series, along with health care, petrochemical manufacturing, and

Recently, MAREK, JACOBS, and TRIO Electric have worked with

transportation.

the Greater Houston Partnership’s UpSkill Houston initiative
to produce videos that connect a career in construction to

The videos are just one career exploration tool. Each video is

success, whether as greater financial stability, personal growth,

paired with a career fact sheet and pathway map designed to

or opportunities for advancement in the workplace. Four videos

help students and parents understand specific roles, industries,

titled, “My Life As…” spotlight an apprentice electrician, a leadman

education or necessary skills to be hired.

carpenter, a pipefitter foreman, and a rigger, each who took
a different pathway to the construction industry. The videos

Career fact sheets identify role requirements and responsibilities,

show young workers on the job and using the technology and

advancement options, salary estimates, and tips for success
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such as good communication skills, attention to detail or high

Thanks to the strong partnerships created between industry,

concern for safety.

Additional educational sheets depict the

businesses, schools, and community-focused organizations, this

various pathways from high school, and skill sheets introduce the

message is being heard. To be a part of the solution, join UpSkill

importance of soft skills employers seek and lead to success.

Houston’s work by contacting UpSkill@houston.org. To learn more
about the “My Life As” videos, visit www.UpSkillMyLife.org. u

“What has allowed me to advance in my company is just hunger
and ambition,” says MAREK leadman Keith McCray. “I’m willing to
learn. I love to learn new things.”
UpSkill Houston partners with independent school districts
in Greater Houston, including Aldine, Alief, Fort Bend, Goose
Creek, Houston, Pasadena, and Spring Branch, as well as with
KIPP schools. The program also works with community-based
organizations such as Boys and Girls Clubs, Junior Achievement,

Peter Beard is the SVP for Regional Workforce
Development at the Greater Houston Partnership.
He oversees UpSkill Houston—an unprecedented
industry-led
collaboration—that
is
working
to close the skills gap in the industry sectors
critical to Houston’s regional economy. For
more information about UpSkill Houston, go to
www.houston.org/upskillhouston/ or email Peter at
pbeard@houston.org.

Project GRAD, and United Way to reach young people. These
educational and community partners are using the “My Life As”
video series and social media posts to inspire students and assist
their exploration of different pathways to success.
As JACOBS rigger Matthew Petrou says in his “My Life As” video,
“Everybody's goal is to live and have the things that they want, so
I think this field is a great place for people to accomplish their
dreams.”
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IN YOUR

START A CAREER WITH MAREK

FUTURE

AND BECOME A PART OF OUR
STRENGTH FROM WITHIN.

From new construction to remodeling existing structures, our
wide range of services provide employees the opportunity
to work on a variety of projects − including sports stadiums,
hospitals, high rise office buildings, schools, malls and
condominiums − in both indoor and outdoor conditions.

SPECIALIZING IN RENTALS AND SALES OF
HEAVY TIMBER AND LAMINATED MATS
SerVING the GULf coASt for oVer 30 YeArS

1(800) 671 - 0694

WWW . AMERICANMATANDTIMBER . COM

Working at MAREK is not just a job, it’s a career.
Our commitment to employees includes providing
an excellent array of benefits.
•
•
•
•
•

Medical/Dental Insurance
Life Insurance
Disability Insurance
Flexible Spending Accounts
Dependent Care

• Reimbursement Accounts
• 401K Plan with Employer
Matching
• Paid Holidays
• Paid Time Off Program

MAREKBROS.COM

CONSTRUCTION | REAL ESTATE | CORPORATE | ENERGY | EMPLOYMENT | BANKRUPTCY - CREDITORS’ RIGHTS | LITIGATION & ARBITRATION

Andrews Myers brings a wealth
of construction industry
experience and I have been
extremely impressed with their
turnaround time and rates.
-Beau Pollock
President
Trio Electric, LTD
Business Insight from the Ground Up

TOLL–FREE: 866.535.2329 • www.AndrewsMyers.com
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COVE R STO RY

R E A DY F OR A N Y T HI NG
How Performance Contractors' Military Workforce
Development Program Is Recruiting Veterans
Into The Industrial Construction Industry

E

very year, around 240,000 people leave the U.S. armed
forces with skills and personal qualities that make them
ideally suited for our industry. The mission of Performance
Contractors’ Military Workforce Development program is
to recruit motivated individuals with U.S. Military backgrounds,
train them to become the finest craftsmen they can be and grow
them into the future leaders of our industry. These individuals
are loyal, teamwork driven, goal-oriented, easily-trainable
candidates who can work safely and accurately under pressure.
Performance Contractors’ unique program seeks to locate,
target, recruit and grow these service members within the
industrial construction industry. This program benefits these
individuals and the industry as a whole by raising the quality
and standards of our workforce. It is also a proactive way that
Performance Contractors can give back to those men and
women who have served the United States and are looking for
a full-time career at home. Performance Contractors believes
very strongly in this cause and want to see as many veterans in
the workforce as possible. For all these reasons, Performance
is very open about processes and eager to share best practices
with other companies. Helping others start or improve their
own veteran programs exponentially increases the number of
successful hires into the industry.
Successful implementation of our military recruiting program is
dependent on many factors:
•
•

•
•

Using diverse and innovative outreach methods to attract
the best candidates.
Employing innovative custom training programs that
accommodate the unique needs of transitioning service
members.
Being an active force in the community by investing time
and capital assets in veteran-related programs and projects.
Maintaining strategic partnerships with other companies,
foundations, military base transition assistance programs

•

•

•
•
•

and other programs to increase our collective impact.
Educating military officials as well as Performance
Contractors Field Supervision so they understand and
support goals while showing them a mutual benefit.
Remaining a National voice to influence top-down program
and policy change. We have served as subject matter
experts for national meetings with federal agencies.
Strategically placing recruits to ensure a successful
transition into the industry.
Using a mentorship program to jumpstart careers.
Developing a community among Veterans to boost morale
and increase retention.

Performance started implementation of the Military Workforce
Development program in 2013, and has been able to hire over
200 veterans per year since then. Of those, about 40 veterans
achieve NCCER craft level certification on the job and about 30
more graduate from craft training programs with certifications
every year.
Since 2014, Performance has been recognized by Military Times
as one of the “Best for Vets” Employers in the U.S. and currently
ranks 47th on their list, and is the only contractor in the country to
have that achievement. Performance has also been recognized
by G.I. Jobs as a “Military Friendly Employer” from 2014-2019
and as a top ten employer for 2018. The military program
has also received awards for innovation and leadership from
the Construction Users Roundtable, the Greater Baton Rouge
Industrial Alliance, and Associated Builders and Contractors.
Performance is proud to partner with 13 bases representing all
five branches of the military, Associated Builders and Contractors
(ABC) and its affiliate, Construction and Maintenance Education
Foundation (CMEF), NextOp, Build Your Future, and many other
amazing organizations to continue recruit, train, and develop
veterans to be the future of the workforce. u
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AT TO R NEY SPOTLIGHT

One of Texas’ Rising Stars

F

or over a decade now, John Warren has represented
contractors, subcontractors, suppliers, and owners with
respect to their construction related legal needs. But he
didn’t take the usual path to his career as an attorney.

John Warren started his career in the construction industry
sweeping out attics and garages for a local home-builder in highschool. He later earned a degree in Architectural Engineering
from the University of Texas at Austin, and went on to work as
a Project Manager for a general contractor. It was only after
working in the field for several years that he decided he might
be able to bring a unique perspective
to the practice of construction law.
John is now Board Certified by the
Texas Board of Legal Specialization
in Construction Law and focuses
his practice on all types of major
industrial, commercial, and residential
construction and development. John
has counseled clients with respect to
international and domestic tank and

terminal projects, petroleum processing facilities, tank farms,
marine terminals, pipelines, dredging operations, convention
centers, airports, schools, hospitals, hotels, federal government
buildings, multi-level office buildings, condominiums, fire
stations, commercial/retail buildings, roads, bridges, masterplanned developments, raw land, and residences.
While much of his time is spent litigating disputes, John also
regularly drafts, reviews, and negotiates all types of construction
contracts, and is often consulted early in a project’s lifecycle as a
means of avoiding litigation.
John was selected for inclusion in the 2019 Best Lawyers in
America for Construction Law & Litigation, and has been
named a Texas “Rising Star” in Construction Litigation by
Thompson Reuters in 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019. John
is also the current Chair-Elect of the Houston Bar Association’s
Construction Law Section, and is a frequent speaker and author
on construction related topics. John’s full bio can be accessed
at www.cokinoslaw.com or he can be reached at jwarren@
cokinoslaw.com. u

A FOUNDATION
BUILT ON

LEGAL
EXPERTISE.

Business can get complicated. That’s why our team at Cokinos | Young
provides the legal foundation you need to ensure successful outcomes.
We’ve handled everything, from complex transactions and business
formation to litigation and dispute resolution. Founded in Texas
in 1989, our experience and expertise delivers the solid results you
can build a secure future on.
We Are The Texas Construction Law Firm.
HOUSTON • SAN ANTONIO • AUSTIN • DALLAS/FT. WORTH
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COKINOS | YOUNG
Four Houston Center, 1221 Lamar Street, 16th Floor
Houston, TX 77010
713-535-5500 | CokinosLaw.com

AT TO R NEY SPOTLIGHT

Debra B. Norris, P.C.

D

ebra B. Norris, P.C., Attorney at Law, combines
her engineering and legal backgrounds in a
technically-oriented law practice. An electrical
engineer, Debra spent ten years building plants
for the oil, gas, and chemical industries. Debra earned
a B.S. in Electrical Engineering, magna cum laude, from
Louisiana Tech University and a B.A. in Physics, cum
laude, from Centenary College in 1984. She obtained her
J.D. from the University of Texas School of Law in 1998,
receiving the Dean’s Achievement Award in Evidence.
Debra now represents individuals and corporations in a
variety of legal matters, with special focus on construction
law. Ms. Norris represents owners, suppliers, contractors,
subcontractors, and design professionals in the
construction industry.

Campanile South Building
4306 Yoakum Boulevard, Suite 205
Houston, Texas 77006

Ms. Norris has taught “Construction Law” in the graduate
school of civil and environmental engineering in the Cullen
College of Engineering at the University of Houston since
2005 and is a frequent speaker on legal issues related to
the construction industry.
Ms. Norris is licensed by the Supreme Court of Texas and
the Southern District of Texas.
Debra Bourn Norris has been recognized as a Top Houston
Lawyer in construction law by “H Texas” magazine in
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018.
Debra was featured on “America’s Premier Lawyers”
series on CNN’s Airport TV network. u

Telephone: 713.858.0359
24 Hour Messaging Service: 281.820.8709
Email: dbn@DebraNorris.com

www.DebraNorris.com
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Peckar & Abramson, P.C. Skillfully Manages Labor and Employment Issues
with Strategy, Creativity, and Problem-Solving

L

abor and employment issues
are among some of the most
significant threats faced today
by construction companies.
At Peckar & Abramson, P.C. (P&A),
we believe in educating our clients
about the risks involved in labor
and employment law and working
proactively to minimize and avoid
litigation.

P&A’s Labor and Employment Law practice is a one-stop
solution for our clients. Our attorneys skillfully facilitate
preventative measures, generate unique methods of
problem-solving, put into practice thorough risk management
solutions, and offer strategic dispute resolution.
Courtney Sheaffer, Associate at P&A’s Houston office, focuses
her practice on employment and labor law disputes in Texas.
Her experience includes representation of clients across
various industries, including commercial general contractors
and construction managers, real estate developers, oil and
gas service providers, and equipment and power supply
manufacturers, to name a few.

Ms. Sheaffer represents employers in cases involving
sexual harassment, race, religion, gender, age and disability
discrimination, Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) wage and hour
class actions, breaches of non-solicitation and non-compete
agreements, misappropriation of confidential information,
and trade secrets. She advises clients on compliance with
State and Federal regulations and statutory laws, prepares
and executes employment agreements, facilitates training
on regulatory and statutory compliance, and counsels clients
on harassment and discrimination prevention. Additionally,
Ms. Sheaffer has extensive experience before various
administrative tribunals, including the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the Texas Workforce
Commission (TWC), as well as other state, federal, and local
agencies.
P&A couples its extensive experience in addressing
employment and labor matters with a rare understanding of
the construction industry in which many of our clients operate.
We have earned a national reputation as a top employment
law firm and partner with our clients to keep them informed
about trends that may affect their business. Learn more at
www.pecklaw.com. u

From Inception to Completion,
We’ve Got Your Projects’ Legal Needs Covered

Peckar & Abramson, P.C.
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Construction Liens Now Automated Online

T

exas contractors are often slow-paid or no-paid. Then they have to hire an expensive
lawyer, just to get the money they’re owed. Not anymore. For the first time ever,
TexasEasyLien.com puts the construction lien process online. Contractors can now
process their own lien affidavit and only pay if they actually use it.

Anthony Ciccone created TexasEasyLien.com after seeing clients pay thousands of dollars
just to get money for work they already completed. That’s not fair. Now contractors can
file a lien themselves – it’s fast, simple, and affordable. It only takes 15 minutes and costs
$250 (first lien 100% free). That’s faster and cheaper than a meeting – and it’s easy.
Commonly referred to as a Mechanics Lien, technical terms include Mechanic’s,
Contractor’s, or Materialmen’s Lien, as well as Lien Affidavit, Constitutional Lien, or
Construction Lien Waiver.
Texas Civil Law attorney, Anthony Ciccone, is Board Certified in Construction Law by the Texas
Board of Legal Specialization and rated AV Preeminent by Martindale. Anthony is a partner
at Austin-based KCB Law Firm – Kiester, Ciccone, Bollier LLC. He is experienced in litigation,
construction, breach of contract, and partnership disputes. u
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F I N ANCIAL

Consider a Customized Disability Policy
B Y

L A W R E N C E

M .

J A C O B S

I

f you are in good health, disability may not be high on your list
of financial priorities. But the statistics might surprise you. A
50-year-old has a 36% chance of experiencing at least one
disability lasting 90 days or more before reaching age 65.1

Less surprising, perhaps, is that older people often take longer to
recover from a serious disability. A 55--year-old who experiences a
90-day disability has a 60% chance of it lasting at least five years.2
Even if you have a solid emergency fund, an extended period away
from work could strain your family finances and alter your options
for retirement.
PORTABLE INDIVIDUAL COVERAGE
If you’re concerned about the potential effect of losing your
paycheck due to sickness or injury, you might consider an
individual insurance policy. Your employer may offer long-term
disability coverage, but group plans typically don’t replace as large
a percentage of income as an individual plan could, and benefits
from employer-paid plans are taxable to the employee if the
employer paid the premiums. Of course, if you change jobs, you
might lose your subsidized employer-based coverage.
An individual disability income policy could help replace a
percentage of your income, up to the policy limits, if you’re unable
to work due to illness or injury. Benefits may be paid for a specified
number of years or until you reach retirement age. If you pay the
premiums yourself with after-tax dollars, benefits are usually free
of income tax.
CUSTOMIZING COVERAGE
Unlike group policies, an individual policy can generally be
customized to meet your specific needs. Here are some common
riders. All benefits are up to the policy limits.
Residual Benefit – May help replace lost earnings after you return
to work part-time or at a lower-paying job.
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Own Occupation – Determines a disability by your inability to
perform the duties of your specific occupation or profession, as
opposed to being unable to work in any occupation.
Automatic Benefit Enhancement – Provides an annual benefit
increase each year for a period of years to help keep up with
increased earnings. Your premium will also increase.
Future Increase Option – Allows you to increase benefits (for a
higher premium) without medical underwriting.
Cost-Of-Living Adjustment – Adjusts the amount of monthly
disability benefits each year during the disability.
Disability premiums are based on your age, gender, occupation,
and the amount of potential lost income you are trying to protect,
as well as the specifics of the policy and any additional benefits
that are added. u
1-2) 2018 Field Guide, National Underwriter
This information is not intended as tax, legal, investment, or
retirement advice or recommendations, and it may not be relied
on for the purpose of avoiding any federal tax penalties. You are
encouraged to seek advice from an independent professional
advisor. The content is derived from sources believed to be
accurate. Neither the information presented, nor any opinion
expressed constitutes a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any
security.

Lawrence Jacobs is an Investment Adviser
Representative with the Principal Financial Group
in the Houston office. Lawrence has specialized
in financial planning for individuals and assisting
business owners with employee benefits, retirement
planning and insurance solutions for nearly twenty
years. He can be reached at (713) 496-3165 or Jacobs.
Lawrence@principal.com.

STEP
TAKE THE
FIRST STEP TO
WORLD-CLASS
SAFETY TODAY

STEP makes the highest-performing companies
more than six times safer than the industry
average.* How do your safety practices stack up
to the best companies in the industry? Find out at
abc.org/STEP.
Our members can speak to the power of STEP
and its impact on creating a culture of safety that
believes every incident is preventable.
ANALYZE your safety and loss program.
LEARN the best practices that reduce TRIR and
DART rates.
BENCHMARK your safety record against similar
companies and industry averages.
MEASURE improvement from year to year.
SHOW your safety commitment to potential clients.

START YOUR JOURNEY TODAY
AT ABC.ORG/STEP.
*ABC 2019 Safety Performance Report, abc.org/spr

Recruiting, Training, and Retaining
the workforce
B Y

L A U R E N

H A R R E L L

Across all fields of construction, the industry is seeing a severe labor
shortage during a time when it should be flourishing. According
to the U.S. Department of Labor Statistics, construction is one of
the few industries having consistent growth in the number of jobs
and contracts available, however, the number of employees is
quickly dwindling. Associated Builders and Contractors of Greater
Houston and its members are working to spread the word about
how the construction industry is one that is promising, rewarding,
and provides a great alternative to college.
“At Performance Contractors, our training and recruiting
department share the positive message about careers in
construction throughout the communities we work in at middle
and high schools, community colleges, and community events,”
says Brandon Mabile, Business Development Manager and
2019 ABC Chairman. “We also have a nationally recognized
veteran’s program where we work with dozens of organizations
and military bases throughout the country to recruit and train
potential workers. Performance partners with organizations like
Construction and Maintenance Education Foundation (CMEF) and
East Harris County Manufacturers Association (EHCMA) to provide
craft training for new recruits and upskill training for current
employees.”
Below are some ways that companies can help retain their
employees and provide them with opportunities for growth and
development.
SHOW EMPLOYEES THE PATH TO SUCCESS
If companies want their employees to stay long-term, they need to
help employees see there is a path to their professional success.
It’s widely known that the younger generations entering the
workforce are eager for a career that will enable them to grow in
the company. Set those expectations early in the hiring process
by telling them the different avenues their career could take with
the business. Companies should also set up a mentor program
for those featured employees to work with the newer, younger
employees and coach them about the company and guide them
down a path to success.
“We need to recognize that there are several generations working,
and the differences each generation brings is the strength that
is helping to create one of the most dynamic, rapidly changing,
growing, and successful business environments in history,” says
Linda Carter, President of Resource Management Associates
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and Instructor of ABC’s Leadership Forum. “Each generation also
brings something valuable to the table. Never in history has there
been so many generations actively working side by side to change
the corporate culture dramatically, especially in the last ten years.”
GIVE EMPLOYEES ACCESS TO TOOLS
Employees don’t just need access to construction tools; they also
need training tools. Good employees will want to constantly strive
to build their skillsets. Help them do this by giving employees
access to proper training tools. This could be training the business
has put together internally or external training that is realistic for
employees to attend. Training doesn’t just have to take place in a
classroom setting; nowadays, training can be set up online. For
example, participating in industry webinars can be a less timeconsuming and more cost-effective away to receive training from
knowledgeable companies throughout the industry and across
the globe.
Member companies are also participating in the ABC/CMEF
Schools Training Division and unlocking the door to great potential
in a robust industry.
BE OPEN AND HONEST
Transparency is key with new hires and existing employees.
Professionals shouldn’t mislead either party into thinking the
business is going in one direction or another. Being direct
about how a new employee will fit into the mold and how the
responsibilities of his role will contribute to the business is
essential. This also goes for the corporate culture at the company.
Sharing the type of atmosphere at the business and gauging the
potential hire’s mindset on the importance of company culture will
help businesses better determine the right individual for the job.
GET INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNITY
Companies should have an active presence in their communities
for multiple reasons. Not only does it keep the business engaged
with those living in the area to help cultivate a positive reputation,
but it also makes people aware that there is an organization in
their area that is potentially hiring. Those living in the area might
not know about all the local companies, so an active presence is
key for attracting new talent to the business.
INVOLVE CURRENT EMPLOYEES
There are no better recruiters for a company than those who
already work for it. Businesses should involve their existing

employees to act as ambassadors for the company. Businesses
can even offer employees a referral program, meaning they
could receive a bonus or some other benefit if they recommend
someone who is hired.
Using salespeople in the company is also a smart move. Take
advantage of their biggest talent and send them to networking
events and job fairs to better position the company among the job
seeker pool. Companies should also take a look at their existing
employees and where they came from. Was there a platform that
brought in more than others? Companies should review previous
efforts to see what was most successful and then optimize that
strategy .
“It’s all about ensuring your company brand is clearly defined
and recognizable in the market,” says Jon Parow, Vice President
of Comfort Systems USA – South Central. “We have embraced
several social media platforms such as Facebook, LinkedIn and
Twitter to highlight our company values. Likes and re-tweets from
our existing employees help spread the word that we have a lot to
offer potential employees if they are considering a career move to
join our company.”
Businesses need to reevaluate their approach to recruiting and
retaining employees. The industry has changed and the ways
companies can reach job seekers
has changed too. With the current
shortage, it doesn’t hurt to try out some
new techniques to determine whether
they produce results.
“Dedication to providing employees a
path from recruitment, employment,
assessment, training, and certification
through NCCER is an essential part
of our culture that develops a safe
and productive workforce,” says
Chris Newton, Manager of Workforce
Development at Cajun Industries.
“These tenants combined lead to
high morale, retention and ultimately
retirement.” u

https://constructionexec.com/article/fiveways-to-attract-and-retain-workers
Torpey, Elka. U.S. Department of Labor
Statistics. Careers in Construction: Building
Opportunity. August 2018. https://www.bls.
gov/careeroutlook/2018/article/careers-inconstruction.htm

Become a partner on the
journey to world-class safety.

Construction Coalition for a Drugand Alcohol-Free Workplace

Take the pledge to maintain a drugand alcohol- free workplace at
www.drugfreeconstruction.org.
Together we can work toward the
goal of zero-incident jobsites.

www.meritnow.com

281.464.9430
PROUDLY SERVING
HOUSTON!
Commercial Painting
Wallcovering
Waterproofing
Traffic Coatings
Textured Coatings
Epoxy Flooring
Merit Professional Coatings was founded
in 1994 and built on the commitment that
we will do whatever it takes to exceed our
clients’ expectations.
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CEMEX USA New Headquarters
Earns LEED Gold Certification for Sustainability
CEMEX USA recently announced its Houston headquarters is the
company’s first office globally to achieve the U.S. Green Building
Council’s (USGBC) LEED® Gold Certification, a worldwideleading designation for high-performance buildings that
looks at reducing environmental impact during the planning,
construction and occupancy stages.
CEMEX USA collaborated with architects at Inventure Design
of Houston to develop company offices on two floors of the
six-story building in Memorial City. The design showcases the
versatility of CEMEX products while creating state-of-the-art
workspaces. An iconic spiral staircase designed to look like a
poured in-place concrete product links CEMEX USA offices on
the second and third floors. The staircase utilizes a handrail
made of rebar, and all hallways of the CEMEX USA office feature
exposed polished concrete floors.
The building has been home to CEMEX USA’s corporate office
since January 2017 and overall, has more than 240,000 square
feet of space. The structure is comprised of 20% recycled
materials and boasts several additional sustainable qualities
to achieve LEED® Gold Certification. The building, owned
and operated by MetroNational, accomplished a 52% power
reduction.
Members of ABC/CMEF Meet Local Representatives
at 2019 Legislative Day in Austin
On February 6, members of Associated Builders and Contractors
of Greater Houston met with legislators at the State Capitol
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in Austin, Texas about key issues affecting the construction
industry. Those from the Greater Houston chapter met with
approximately 41 representatives to discuss priorities including
lien law modernization, neutrality in state government
contracting, and preemption.
The Greater Houston Chapter of ABC organizes opportunities
to work hard to get the right people in office who will support
ABC’s priorities for its members. ABC endorses and supports
representatives who understand business and what it takes to
recruit, train, and retain employees.

Additionally, ABC Greater Houston’s
Political Action Committee (PAC)
interviews political candidates to
support those who believe in Free
Enterprise and the Merit Shop
philosophy.
“We went to Austin to represent ABC
Greater Houston and its benefits for the
construction industry,” said Brandon
Mabile,
Business
Development
Manager at Performance Contractors
and 2019 ABC Greater Houston
Chairman. “We believe that the
representatives and the staff we met
with listened earnestly to our concerns
about
lien
law
modernization,
neutrality, and preemption, and know
that we left a footprint in the Capitol.”
Each state representative represents
about 150,000 people and each senator
about 900.000 people. Nearly 99% of
the population never communicate
with their elected officials. One
voice, backed by the strength of the
association, can make a difference.
CMEF and Construction Industry
Professionals Facilitate the 2019
Girls Construction Camp
In an effort to inspire an interest in
young women to consider a career
in the construction industry, the
Construction & Maintenance Education
Foundation (CMEF), the educational
affiliate of Associated Builders and
Contractors of Greater Houston,
partnered with local construction
industry professionals to facilitate
the 2019 Girls Construction Camp
at CMEF’s Performance Verification
Center on February 27.
Since 2016, CMEF’s Girls Construction
Camp provides female students with
career awareness and experience
in the construction industry. After
spending a full day of education and
activities, the students then work with
their parents and counselor to select a
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Since 2016, Construction & Maintenance Education Foundation's Girls Construction Camp provides female students
with career awareness and experience in the construction industry.

high school graduation endorsement plan and career pathway.
Most of the volunteers who lead the various sessions are
women in the construction industry. CMEF desires for students
to strive to become the highly skilled, construction industry
professional of the future, and having women to admire is very

BIM-focused training
Your competition is using BIM
—are you doing everything you can
to stay ahead of them?
BIM adoption among contractors
in North America is now topping
70%.* Project Virtual offers the most
comprehensive training in the industry.
Check out the list of classes at
abcprojectvirtual.com.
*SmartMarket Report 2014.
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important to the success of the young students.
Forty eighth grade female students spent the day participating
in numerous hands-on skills that are performed daily by craft
professionals including carpentry, dry wall installation and
finishing, equipment operations, and pipefitting. The students
represented five ISDs and nine intermediate high schools
and were selected from within the school districts that CMEF
sponsors. u

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF
ONE SAVED LIFE™?
Is it the value of the owner NOT suffering a
disruption to the project?
Is it the value of the general contractor
NOT making negative news?
Is it the value of the crew and witnesses
NOT being traumatized?
Is it the value of the employer
NOT receiving OSHA citations?
Is it the value of the employer’s insurance
NOT paying out $2 million?
Is it the value of the employer
NOT losing a valued team member?
Is it the value of a wife NOT losing her husband?
Is it the value of children NOT losing their father?
Or is it the value of the 150* people who would
have been profoundly influenced by the person
who died, had he lived? Or the 22,500 lives those
150 people would have profoundly influenced?
Or the 3,375,000 lives those 22,500 people would
have profoundly influenced?

PRICELESS

*Dunbar’s Number; based on the number of close relationships a
person is capable of which is derived through a formula analyzing
brain capacity. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunbar’s_number

ONE SAVED LIFE™
• A Management Method
• A Sustainable Means
• An Affordable Approach that
Saves LIVES
Supports CONSCIOUS CAPITALISM
Transforms WORKPLACE SAFETY
Reduces EXPENSE
Increases PROFITABILITY
Makes SENSE

Call TCA Today to Learn More

713.263.7661
hello@tcamembers.com
www.tcagoingglobal.com
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OUR WORK IS MORE THAN
EARTH MOVING!
Founded in 1973, we are
dedicated to creating value for
customers who depend on a
turnkey solution with worry-free
reliability. We offer resources
that are qualiﬁed, capable and
committed to support any Project
Group in achieving its mission,
goals and objectives.

Clearing & Grubbing
Mass Excavation & Embankment
Underground Piping Systems
Soil Stabilization
Asphalt Paving
Turnkey Railroad Construction

TRACKING
ERO
©

ZERO ACCIDENTS IS OUR GOAL

0.00 TRIR | 2016 & 2017

HOUSTON • SAN ANTONIO
(281) 445-2070
WWW.WTBYLER.COM

